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All classes in English

HANDS-ON COOKING WORKSHOPS
with a CULTURAL ANGLE

Introduction
Thank you for your interest in Sherly’s Kitchen, where cooking meets culture.
We offer cooking classes with cultural insights that give participants a fun,
interactive and memorable time in our beautiful cozy kitchen in Zurich. Our
classes are optimal for introducing new cultures and engaging teams. We’ve
been selected as Top Choice by Lonely Planet and we’re top-rated on
Tripadvisor.
Content
•Our class offerings: Swiss & Asian Classes
•Class offerings at a glance
•7 reasons to choose Sherly’s Kitchen
•Our cooking studio
•Contact

Our Swiss & Asian classes are
both authentic, hands-on and
content-rich. I’m sure
whichever class you join,
you’ll learn a lot about
cultures and have a great
time!
-Sherly Cho-

Founder & Instructor
Cheese Sommelier
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1. Swiss Cheese Master Class
Everything you wanted to know about Swiss Cheese

SWISS
GREAT FOR
LUNCH OR
DINNER

Summary
• Learn about various types of Swiss cheese and learn to
cut, plate, taste, assess, pair and bake traditional cheese
pie “Chäs-Chüechli”
•Duration: 2.5 - 3hrs, food is enough for a meal
•Includes cheese tasting plates and wine pairing
•Class is led by Sherly who is a cheese sommelier
•CHF 139/person

Class Details
What makes Swiss cheese special? Learn about
different types of Swiss cheese and why they are so
delicious! Learn how to cut and plate cheese for
tasting, and learn to assess them with pairing wine.
You will also learn to bake “Chäs-Chüechli”, a traditional
Swiss cheese pie found in many bakeries around
Switzerland.

Why do our customers love this class?
•A fun and informative introduction to Swiss cheese
•Very hands-on class where participants get to cut and
plate their own cheese and be a Cheese Sommelier for
a day!
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SWISS

2. Swiss Chocolate Workshop

SHORT
CLASS

The Ultimate Chocolate Experience

BUDGET
FRIENDLY
TAKE
HOME
TREAT

Summary
• Learn to make classic traditional chocolate truffles and
dreamy chocolate souffle
•Duration: 2 hrs
•CHF 99/person

Class Details
In this class, you will learn to make chocolate truffles
and souffle from scratch following a traditional recipe
using the best quality couverture chocolate and fresh
cream. Enjoy the chocolate souffle with afternoon
coffee/tea in the class. The chocolate truffles you make
in class are yours to take home.
Why do our customers love this class?
•Everyone loves chocolate!!
•Hands-on class where you make everything from
scratch, unlike other industrial chocolate workshops
where everything is premade for you.
•Customers love that they get to eat the chocolate
souffle in class and also get to take home the truffles!
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3. Heidi‘s Desserts
Make Swiss traditional desserts and enjoy with afternoon tea
Summary

SWISS
SHORT
CLASS

LADIES
LOVE IT
GREAT
SNACK!

• Learn to make traditional desserts from the
German speaking part of Switzerland: Swiss
Roll and Black Forest Cake. Includes local
fruit jam tasting.
•Duration: 2 hrs, CHF 129/person

Class Details
What would Heidi serve for a dessert?
Learn to make various types of timeless
Swiss pastry desserts that are signature
delights of the afternoon tea. We will
make a class Swiss Roll using local
homemade jam from a family fruit farm,
and a Black Forest Cake using Swiss
Cherry Liquor. Enjoy your creations with a
cup of afternoon tea or coffee.
Why do our customers love this class?
Hands-on class where you make
everything from scratch, with easy recipes
that results in gorgeous outcome. Easy to
replicate at home.
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4. Cheese & Chocolate Workshop
Switzerland‘s Best in One Class

SWISS
GREAT FOR
LUNCH OR
DINNER

TOURISTS‘
FAVORITE

Summary

TAKE HOME
TREAT

• Cheese tasting class and
Chocolate truffle making class
combined into one
•Duration: 3hrs
•Food is enough for a meal
•CHF 179/person

Class Details
This is a hands-on cheese & chocolate
combination class
Why do our customers love this class?
•Fantastic way to learn the two
culinary highlights of Switzerland in a
short time. This class is a perfect
balance for the palate - salty flavors of
cheese completed by the sweetness of
chocolate.
•Recommended for foodies and
connoisseurs who want the best of
both worlds.
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5. Dumpling Workshop
The Ultimate Asian Party Food

ASIAN
GREAT
FOR
DINNER

Class Details
This is a hands-on dumpling making workshop
where participants get to make two types of
dumplings. We will cook them two different
ways; pan-fry and steam in a bamboo basket.
•Menu:
-Appetizer: Stir-fry noodles with beef
-Main: Two types of dumplings
-Dessert: green tea pudding
•Water, tea, coffee, a glass of wine included
•Duration: 3hrs, CHF 149/person
Simplified Dumpling Class (For 10+ people):
We will make spicy radish & cucumber salad
instead of the stir-fried noodle appetizer. Class
fee is CHF 139/person.
Why do our customers love this class?
Dumpling or also known as Dim-Sum is a dish
that is seen across Asia and is very popular
among the Western population. This class is
where participants roll up their sleeves, roll out
the dough and shape the dumplings with their
fingers. We cover the history of dumplings
during the class and participants enjoy learning
about the stories. A lot of interaction among
the participants so it’s great for team building!
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ASIAN

6. Korean Classics

GREAT FOR
DINNER

Introduction to Classic Korean Cuisine

Class Details
In this class, we will cook Korean all-time favourites:
Marinated beef BBQ (Bulgogi), Spicy Cucumber Salad,
Pajeon (savoury pancake) and Sweet Rice Cake for
dessert. The recipe is classic Seoul-style, loved by
everyone. A MUST for anyone who wants to learn the
basics of Korean cuisine.

•Menu:
-Appetizer: Pancake with shrimps (Pajeon)
-Main: Prime-cut Korean BBQ with Kimchi
-Dessert: Coconut rice cake
•Incl. water, tea, coffee, a glass of wine/person
•Duration: 3hrs
•CHF 159/person
Why do our customers love this class?
Korean food is famous for its bold flavor, nutrition
and health benefits. Especially Korean BBQ is a
world-famous classic, enjoyed with fresh lettuce
leaves and spicy dipping sauce. This class also
covers historical relations between Korea, Japan
and China. The class will get you hooked on
Korean food and its culture!
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ASIAN

7. Noodle Workshop
Noodle Soup for the Soul

SHORT
CLASS
BUDGET
FRIENDLY
ALL YOU
CAN EAT

Class Details
Is there anything more satisfying than a bowl of
your own handmade noodle soup? Perfect to lift
up a rainy gloomy day - even better if you share
this with others! Learn to make the noodles,
enjoy it with various toppings and broth. Great
class to cook and enjoy a simple but satisfying
meal.

•Menu: A bowl of handmade noodle soup
•All you can eat – unlimited portions
•Water, tea, coffee included
•Duration: 2hrs
•CHF 99/person

Why do our customers love this class?
•Short class but hands-on and fulfilling!
•Don’t have to spend too much time in the
kitchen!
•Budget-friendly, eat as much as you can
•Great during autumn-winter months
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ASIAN

8. Kimchi Workshop

Gut-Healthy Korean Superfood with Cultural Insights

SHORT
CLASS
BUDGET
FRIENDLY

Class Details
TAKE
This is a Kimchi making workshop where
HOME
TREAT
participants make their own Kimchi, the
Korean superfood, full of vitamin C and
probiotics. At the end of the workshop you will
taste your own Kimchi with delicious side
dishes and multigrain rice prepared by Sherly.
The class is led by Sherly who has been making
Kimchi for 20+ years. This workshop was
selected as top 5 interesting workshops of
FoodZurich 2018, and was published in the
media. See article
•Duration: 2 -2.5 hrs, CHF 86/person

•Class fee includes:
-500mL tupperware of Kimchi to take home
-a light meal with rice and Korean side dishes
-coffee/tea
Why do our customers love this class?
•Short class but hands-on and fulfilling! No need
to spend too much time in the kitchen after work.
•Healthy, Budget-friendly, vegetarian-friendly
•Great cultural insights into the history of Kimchi
and ancient fermentation techniques
•Great during autumn-winter months when it’s
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cabbage season.

Our class offerings at a glance
Swiss Classes
Class Type

Audience
Duration
Meal

Cheese
Master
Class

Chocolate
Workshop

Heidi‘s
Desserts

Asian Classes
Chocolate
& Cheese
Class

Perfect for groups that include expats or visitors staying
short-term in Switzerland
2.5 -3h

2h
(short class)

2h
(short class)

X
X

Snack

Dumpling
Workshop

Korean
Classics

Noodle
Workshop

Kimchi
Workshop

Perfect for local teams that want something different

3h

3h

3h

2h
(short class)

2h
(short class)

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X
X

X

x

X

x

x

Wine

X

Coffee/Tea

X

X

x

X

X

Vegetarian
friendly

X

X

x

X

X

Max.
participant

20

20

10

20

20

20

20

20

Price
/person
(CHF)

139

99

129

179

149

159

99

86

139
(simplified)

All prices include 8% VAT

Please note: Our classes can be adapted to meet your time and budget: We can shorten the class duration or
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lower the price by eliminating some active cooking parts and/or wine. Discuss with us in advance.

7 Reasons to choose Sherly‘s Kitchen
1. Customers love it: We‘re top-choice of Lonely Planet and top-ranked on Tripadvisor
2. Location: Beautiful cooking studio conveniently located near the city centre of Zurich. Two
minutes walk from Zurich-Wollishofen train station or just few tram stops from Paradeplatz with
tram #7
3. Flexible and customizable: We can customize our classes to meet your time/budget. Discuss
with us in advance.
4. Diverse class offerings for different target audience: Our Asian classes are more attractive to
locals; our Swiss classes are more attractive to visitors or short-term expats
5. Cozy, hands-on and personal: Unlike factory tours, dull hotel/corporate cooking workshops
where you just watch or the chef does all the technical preparation for you with no context…
6. It‘s not only about food but also about culture: Our classes not only talk about the food itself
but explain the cultural background and history about what we make in class and why
7. It‘s engaging and interactive: Fun hands-on classes that are informative and entertaining
because our classes are designed by a communication & training expert!
They loved it!
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Our Cooking Studio

Our cozy cooking studio is located in
Zurich right near the lake in a picture
perfect setting. The famous Rietberg
Muesum is just a brief walk away in our
neighborhood. During spring – autumn,
you can go for a nice stroll along the
lake of Zurich too!

Our studio is available for rent
for your own private events
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Contact Information
•Visit our website: www.sherlyskitchen.com
•Address: Seestrasse 297, 8038 Zürich
•Email: info@sherlyskitchen.com
•Phone: +41-(0)78-755-6386 (We’re on Whatsapp!)

Only a few minutes ride on the street trams from Old
Town, Bahnhofstrasse and Paradeplatz.
•Tram #7 Billoweg (6 stops from Paradeplatz)
•Train station: Zurich-Wollishofen
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